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Objective: To discover whether Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause and Treatment Group (INCAT) electrophysiological criteria for demyelinating neuropathy predict response to immunotherapy in chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (CIDP).

Methods: This was a retrospective case note study of patients who had attended Guy’s Hospital Peripheral Nerve Clinic between January 2001 and March 2004, been diagnosed as having CIDP, and given treatment with corticosteroids, intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg), or plasma exchange (PE). Patients’ nerve conduction studies (NCS) were reviewed for evidence of demyelination and whether the abnormalities fulfilled modified INCAT electrophysiological criteria. Patients whose NCS fulfilled the criteria were assigned to the neurophysiologically definite CIDP group, while those that did not were labelled as neurophysiologically probable CIDP. Responses to any of the three immunotherapies agents were compared between the two groups.

Results: Out of 50 patients, 27 (54%) were classified as neurophysiologically definite and 23 (46%) as neurophysiologically probable CIDP patients. Twenty (74%) neurophysiologically definite and 17 (73.9%) neurophysiologically probable CIDP patients responded to treatment.

Conclusions: INCAT electrophysiological criteria did not predict a higher rate of response to immunotherapy. Neurophysiologically probable CIDP patients should be given a trial of immunotherapy.

Neurophysiology tests

All patients had NCS carried out with surface electrodes by clinical neurophysiologists. The NCS were reviewed for electrophysiological evidence of demyelination and whether the abnormalities fulfilled modified Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause and Treatment Group (INCAT) electrophysiological criteria for demyelinating neuropathy. Modification of the criteria was necessary because the NCS did not always have the full recommended number of nerves, nerve segments, or measurement parameters recorded. Motor recordings from median (wrist, elbow), ulnar (wrist, below elbow, above elbow), and common peroneal (ankle, popliteal fossa), and common peroneal (ankle, below fibular head, above fibular head) nerves were included in our analysis and sensory recordings from the median, ulnar, radial, and sural nerves.

We defined a demyelination abnormality (DA) as one of the following: reduced motor conduction velocity (CV), prolonged distal motor latency (DML), absent or prolonged F-latency in demyelinating range as defined by the INCAT criteria, or partial conduction block with or without temporal dispersion when there was at least a 40% drop in peak-to-peak amplitude. The tibial nerve was excluded in consideration of conduction block/temporal dispersion. A demyelinated motor nerve was one with at least one DA.

The NCS was considered to have fulfilled INCAT criteria when either one of the following conditions was present: conduction block/temporal dispersion was present in at least two nerves and at least one other nerve had a CV, DML, or F-latency DA; or a CV, DML, or F-latency DA was present in at least three nerves.

Abbreviations: ASSM, asymmetrical sensorimotor; CIDP, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; CV, conduction velocity; DA, demyelination abnormality; DML, distal motor latency; DSSM, distal symmetrical sensorimotor; INCAT, Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause and Treatment Group; IVIg, intravenous immunoglobulin; MRC, Medical Research Council; NCS, nerve conduction studies; ODSS, Overall Disability Sum Score; PE, plasma exchange; ULN, upper limit of normal values.
Neurophysiologically definite and neurophysiologically probable CIDP

The patients were classified as having neurophysiologically definite or neurophysiologically probable CIDP according to whether their NCS fulfilled or did not fulfil the INCAT neurophysiological criteria, respectively.

Treatment response
The patients’ responses to any of three immunotherapy agents, corticosteroids, IVIg, or PE, were assessed. Response was defined as an improvement in their Medical Research Council (MRC) sum score expanded to include the first dorsal interosseous muscle or in the Overall Disability Sum Score (ODSS) of at least one point in addition to improvement reported by patients or their care givers.5

Clinical phenotypes
The patients were described as having a symmetrical sensorimotor phenotype if they had symmetrical proximal and distal weakness as well as sensory symptoms or signs, and distal symmetrical sensorimotor (DSSM) phenotype if the weakness was distal only. Symmetrical motor weakness or sensory signs alone were described as symmetrical motor or symmetrical sensory phenotypes, respectively. The asymmetrical sensorimotor (ASSM) phenotype was defined by weakness differing by at least two MRC motor grades between contralateral limbs or one grade if one side had normal strength. Asymmetrical sensory involvement without weakness was excluded.

RESULTS
Out of 50 patients, 27 (54%) were classified as neurophysiologically definite and 23 (46%) as neurophysiologically probable CIDP patients. Twenty (74%) neurophysiologically definite and 17 (74%) neurophysiologically probable CIDP patients responded to treatment.

Clinical and laboratory features
There were 13 male and 14 female patients in the neurophysiologically definite CIDP patient group compared with 18 males and five females in the neurophysiologically probable group. The two groups had similar mean ages, duration of disease, MRC and ODSS scores, and clinical phenotypes (table 1).

CSF protein levels were raised in 79% of the neurophysiologically definite group and 89% of the neurophysiologically probable CIDP group. Sixteen (59%) patients in the neurophysiologically definite group and 11 (48%) patients in the neurophysiologically probable group had nerve biopsies. Nine (56%) patients in the neurophysiologically definite group and six (55%) patients in the neurophysiologically probable group had biopsy findings that showed either pathological endoneurial mononuclear cell infiltrates or demyelinated nerve fibres, or both features.

Nerve conduction studies
The mean numbers of motor and sensory nerves tested, and the number of patients with inexcitable motor nerves were similar in both groups (table 2). Twenty one (78%) patients in the neurophysiologically definite group had absent sensory potentials compared with 16 (70%) patients in the neurophysiologically probable group. The mean number of demyelinated motor nerves and the mean number of DA were significantly greater in the neurophysiologically definite group compared with the neurophysiologically probable group (table 2).

Responses to immunotherapy
Of the 27 patients in the neurophysiologically definite group, nine (33%) had received all three forms of immunotherapy and seven (26%) had received two forms of immunotherapy (corticosteroids and IVIg), while 11 (40%) had only received one form of immunotherapy (two corticosteroids, nine IVIg) (see supplemental data, table 3(S), available from http://www.jnnp.com supplemental). Of the 23 patients in the neurophysiologically probable group, nine (39%) had received all three forms of immunotherapy, six (26%) had received two forms of immunotherapy (five received corticosteroids and IVIg, one received corticosteroids and PE), while eight (35%) had only received one form of immunotherapy (one received corticosteroids and seven received...
IVlg). All except two non-responders received a trial of at least two forms of treatment. The two exceptions did not respond to treatment with IVlg but did not receive corticosteroids.

DISCUSSION
Regardless of whether they fulfilled the INCAT neurophysiological criteria, 74% of our patients responded to immunotherapy. Although the NCS of the patients in the neurophysiologically definite group showed more demyelinated motor nerves and DA, these did not predict a higher rate of response to immunotherapy.

The criteria were poorly sensitive in identifying treatable patients: they identified 20 (54%) of the patients who responded to treatment. Had we restricted treatment only to those that fulfilled the criteria, 17 (46%) of the treatable patients would have been left untreated. We also analysed our data as regards the sensitivity of three other neurophysiological criteria in identifying our treatable patients. Only nine (24%) of the treatment responders had NCS that fulfilled the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) neurophysiological criteria for demyelinating neuropathy. Magda et al have proposed the presence of electrodiagnostic abnormalities in at least three nerves and partial conduction block or demyelinating range abnormalities in at least one nerve as minimal criteria. These criteria would have identified 30 (81%) of our treatment responders. Van Den Bergh and colleagues also proposed new criteria where fulfilment of any one of the following conditions would support a diagnosis of CIDP: prolongation of DML (>150% above the upper limit of normal values (ULN)); slowing of motor CV (<70% below the lower limit of normal values); prolongation of F-wave latency (>125% above the ULN) or abnormal temporal dispersion in two or more nerves; F-wave absence in two nerves plus abnormality in at least one other parameter in one other nerve; motor conduction block (>30% amplitude reduction) in at least two nerves or its presence in one nerve together with one other abnormal parameter in at least one other nerve. These criteria would have identified 29 (78%) of our treatment responders.

Comparing the characteristics of the two groups revealed similar mean ages, duration of disease, severity, phenotypes, and CSF and nerve biopsy findings. However, there chanced to be more females patients in the neurophysiologically definite group. There was also a trend towards the neurophysiologically definite group having more patients with absent sensory potentials (table 2).

In conclusion, our retrospective study showed that the INCAT neurophysiological criteria were poorly sensitive for predicting response to immunotherapy. It is uncertain whether a larger, prospective study using these or other neurophysiological and treatment response criteria would reach similar conclusions. Until we have clearer evidence, patients with chronic progressive or relapsing polyneuropathies and neurophysiological tests showing features suggestive of demyelination should be given a trial of immunotherapy.
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